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Q.  Good start today.  Just talk about your round. 

 

ROBERTO CASTRO:  Yeah, felt like I had, just from the first hole to the last hole, a bunch 

of those like 10- to 15-footers and I knocked half of them in and half of them just missed, and 

then a couple bogeys on the front.  But it was a good day, worth a lot of looks.  We had a 

good group, I think we shot a 4 and a 6 and a 3, so it was a fun day. 

 

Q.  (No microphone.)  

 

ROBERTO CASTRO:  Yeah, I joked yesterday I didn't think you could play 18 holes out 

here without hitting a tree and I think I did today.  You know, I kept it in the fairway a little bit 

better.  Yesterday I was kind of all over the map. 

 

Q.  Talk about going into the weekend, how you're playing, how you're feeling on this 

golf course.  

 

ROBERTO CASTRO:  Yeah, it feels good.  You hit some weird shots.  I'm sure every guy's 

got good stories about where your ball can end up surprisingly.  But I think you've got to 

make a bunch of putts out here.  It's hard to hit it really close.  The greens are firm, greens 

are fast, so you're not going to get a bunch of kick-ins.  You've got to hole a lot of putts. 

 

Q.  What is the most difficult part today? 

 

ROBERTO CASTRO:  Yeah, just getting the ball close.  The greens are firm, the altitude, so 

it's hard to hit it inside five or six feet. 

 

Q.  Some of the players yesterday said sometimes they have headaches.  Do you have 

the same thing?   

 

ROBERTO CASTRO:  I did the first two or three days, I kind of had a headache on and off, 

but I feel better today.  It's a beautiful city but it's a big adjustment from sea level to 

8,000 feet. 

 

Q.  Lastly, some adjustment for tomorrow? 

 

ROBERTO CASTRO:  Very similar.  With the weather being nice every day, there's not too 

many changes.  I think you'll see the scores get a little bit lower today than yesterday, just 

guys learning how far the ball goes, what to hit off certain tees.  I think everybody hit it in 

crazy spots yesterday.  Probably keep it more in play as the tournament goes on. 
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